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LEARNING ARITHMETIC READ-ONCE FORMULAS*
NADER H. BSHOUTYt, THOMAS R. HANCOCKt, AND LISA HELLERSTEIN
Abstract. A formula is read-once if each variable appears at most once in it. An arithmetic read-once formula
is one in which the operators are addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. We present polynomial time
algorithms for exact learning of arithmetic read-once formulas over a field. We present a membership and equivalence
query algorithm that identifies arithmetic read-once formulas over an arbitrary field. We present a randomized
membership query algorithm (i.e., a randomized black box interpolation algorithm) that identifies such formulas over
finite fields with at least 2n + 5 elements (where n is the number of variables) and over infinite fields. We also show
the existence of nonuniform deterministic membership query algorithms for arbitrary read-once formulas over fields
of characteristic 0, and division-free read-once formulas over fields that have at least 2n + elements. For our
algorithms, we assume we are able to perform efficiently arithmetic operations on field elements and compute square
roots in the field. It is shown that the ability to compute square roots is necessary in the sense that the problem of
computing n square roots in a field can be reduced to the problem of identifying an arithmetic formula over n
variables in that field. Our equivalence queries are of a slightly nonstandard form, in which counterexamples are
required not to be inputs on which the formula evaluates to 0/0. This assumption is shown to be necessary for fields
of size o(n! log n) in the sense that we prove there exists no polynomial time identification algorithm that uses only
membership and standard equivalence queries.
Key words, learning theory, interpolation, exact identification, polynomials, rational functions, read-once for-
mulas
AMS subject classifications. 41A05, 41A20, 68Q20, 68T05
1. Introduction. We consider the problem of exactly identifying an unknown formula
via oracle queries. In the classical black box interpolation model, there is a black box oracle
that computes the unknown target formula, and one is free to substitute inputs into the black
box with the goal of constructing a formula that is equivalent to the unknown target. These
substitutions are sometimes called membership queries, a term that was developed in the
context of boolean functions. Each boolean function corresponds to a subset of its domain
(the set ofelements forwhich the output ofthe function is 1), and thus substitution is equivalent
to testing membership in the set.
Another way to acquire information about an unknown formula is via an "equivalence
query." In this type of query, one proposes a candidate formula h and asks whether it is
equivalent to the unknown target f. If h is equivalent to f, the answer to the query is "yes."
If h is not equivalent, the answer is a counterexample--an element of the domain on which
the outputs of h and f differ. Equivalence queries are motivated in part by the problem of
learning from random examples (i.e., from a sequence of random elements of the domain of
f, each labeled according to the output of f on that element). Given a long sequence of
random examples labeled according to f, one can simulate an equivalence query by testing
the hypothesis h on those examples. If h disagrees with some example, that example is a
counterexample, otherwise h is at least a good approximation for f (with high probability).
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The model of exact learning with membership and equivalence queries was introduced
by Angluin [1] and has been the subject of much research in the learning theory community
(we give a more precise definition later).
A multivariate formula is read-once if each variable appears at most once in it. Angluin,
Hellerstein, and Karpinski [2] proved that boolean read-once formulas over the basis (AND,
OR, NOT) can be exactly identified in polynomial time using membership and equivalence
queries (this is not possible using either type of query exclusively). This result has been
generalized to include other classes of boolean read-once formulas [10], [6], [12], [5].
We study the problem of exactly learning arithmetic read-once formulas. These are
formulas over a field where the basis functions are arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division) over that field. We give an efficient deterministic algorithm for
formulas over arbitrary fields using membership and equivalence queries. We further show
that membership queries alone suffice (ifone allows randomization) for fields that have at least
2n + 5 elements, where n is the number of variables. We also show nonconstructively that
membership queries alone suffice for deterministic (but nonuniform) identification offormulas
over fields of characteristic 0 or division-free formulas over fields of at least 2n q-- elements.
The membership query only results can be rephrased as interpolation results using black
box substitutions. Arithmetic read-once formulas over a field compute a subclass of the multi-
variate rational functions over that field. Division-free arithmetic read-once formulas compute
a subclass of the polynomial functions. The leamability of sparse polynomials and rational
functions over fields using membership and enhanced membership queries has been previ-
ously studied [9], [8], [3], [15], [4]. The classes of sparse polynomials and rational functions
are incomparable to the class of arithmetic read-once formulas; sparse polynomials and ra-
tional functions are not necessarily read-once, and the polynomials obtained from expanding
division-free read-once formulas are not generally sparse. The results in this paper are the
first nontrivial polynomial interpolation results for a class of nonsparse rational functions.
The special case of division-free read-once formulas with sparse polynomial expansions was
studied by Lhotzky [14].
We present a single core algorithm that employs new algebraic techniques for exact
identification of an arithmetic read-once formula over any field, using membership queries (or
equivalently, substitutions). The algorithm requires a set of "justifying assignments" (input
settings to the variables that satisfy certain properties defined below) as additional input. This
algorithm relies on being able to compute efficiently the arithmetic functions on field elements,
and also on being able to compute square roots in the field. The ability to compute square
roots is shown as necessary for identifying this class, since we are able to reduce the problem
of computing n square roots in a field to that of identifying an n variable arithmetic read-
once formula over that field. The upper bounds we give in this paper are based on unit time
computation of square roots and field operations.
We present several altemate methods for finding justifying assignments. If the field is
sufficiently large (at least 2n / 5 elements), we can use randomized membership queries. We
also prove (nonconstructively) that a nonuniform deterministic membership query algorithm
exists if a formula is division-free, or if the field has characteristic 0 (e.g., the reals). In the
latter case we use a result of Heintz and Schnorr [13]. Membership queries alone do not
provide enough information to identify arithmetic read-once formulas over small finite fields,
so to handle an an arbitrary field we present a technique that uses equivalence queries as well
as membership queries. These equivalence queries are slightly nonstandard in that we add
a minor restriction on what counterexample may be returned. In particular, if there exists a
counterexample on which the target formula does not evaluate to 0/0, we require that such
a counterexample be returned. This assumption is shown to be necessary for fields of size
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o(n/log n). For fields of this size it is shown that there is no polynomial time identification
algorithm that uses just membership and standard equivalence queries.
Other work related to this paper is by Goldman, Kearns, and Schapire [7] who use non-
adaptive randomized membership queries to identify restricted classes of boolean read-once
formulas. They also show nonconstructively the existence of deterministic algorithms.
In 2 we present our definitions and basic notation for this paper. In 3 we discuss the
core algorithm, and in 4 we describe the techniques for obtaining justifying assignments and
state our positive results as theorems. Section 5 describes the lower bounds. We conclude in
6 with a table summarizing our results.
This paper uses a number of basic facts from linear algebra. As an aid to readers without
a strong background in this area we include many of these facts as propositions, either without
proof or with the proofs deferred to the appendix.
2. Definitions and notation. Aformula is a rooted tree whose leaves are labeled with
variables or constants from some domain, and whose internal nodes or gates are labeled with
elements from a set of basis functions over that domain. A read-once formula is a formula
for which no variable appears on two different leaves. An arithmetic read-onceformula over
a field/C is a read-once formula over the basis of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of field elements, whose leaves are labeled with variables or constants from
For notational convenience we define a modified basis and consider our arithmetic read-
once formulas defined over this basis. Let K be an arbitrary field. Our modified basis for
arithmetic read-once formulas over/E will include only two nonunary functions, addition (+)
and multiplication (x). The unary functions in the basis are (ax + b)/(cx + d) for every
a, b, c, d /C such that ad bc 5 0 (this requirement prevents ax + b and cx + d from being
identically 0 or differing by just a constant factor). We also assume that nonconstant formulas
over this modified basis do not contain constants in their leaves.
We represent such a unary function as fa, where
a=(ac )
The restriction on a, b, c, and d is equivalent to saying that the determinant of A (denoted
det(A)) is nonzero. This representation becomes useful when we think of the column vector
(a b)r as representing the field elementa/b. With this representation we may compute fa (x)
by multiplying A (x 1)r.
The value of a read-once formula on an assignment to its variables is determined by
evaluating the formula bottom up. This raises the issue of division by zero. We handle this by
defining our basis functions over the extended domain/C t2 {c, ERROR}, where oo represents
1/0 and ERROR represents 0/0. Note that (a b)r now corresponds to a domain element for
any choice of a, b /C, since if b 0 then a/b is either oo or ERROR depending on a. On
field elements the basis functions are defined in the obvious way. For the special values we
define our basis function as follows (assume x /C {0}, y /C t_J {oct, ERROR}, and A is
as above):
There are arithmetic read-once formulas such as x/0 and O/x for which there is no equivalent read-once formula
over the modified basis having no constants in the leaves. However, such formulas are in some sense degenerate.
For example, note that x/0 is algebraically undefined and O/x would normally be reduced to 0 even though O/x does
not evaluate to 0 at the point x 0. We shall ignore these degenerate formulas and define the class of arithmetic
read-once formulas as precisely those that are constant or for which there is an equivalent read-once formula over the
modified basis with no constants in the leaves.
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y + ERROR y x ERROR fa(ERROR) ERROR,
x-1-oo --x X ( 00,
O+ O0 O0 X 0<) 00,
0 X O O + O0 ERROR,
f(l= c0,
c=0, and f(@)-ifc0.
Note that f (oe) is represented by A(1 0) r. By Property 2.2 in 2.3 these definitions
are designed so that the output of the read-once formula is the same as it would be if the
formula was first expanded and simplified to be in the form p(x Xn)/q(x1 Xn) for
some polynomials p and q, where gcd(p, q) 1, and then evaluated.
The distinction betweenc and ERROR is an important one. The valuex is essentially
just another domain value (although we make no membership queries with variables set to
Introducing means that our unary basis functions are bijections from K U {} to/ U {e}.
It is possible for subtrees of a formula to evaluate to x but for the entire tree to evaluate to
a value from/. This is not the case for ERROR, which, once it appears anywhere within a
formula, is necessarily propagated to the root.
We say that a formula f is defined on the variable set V if all variables appearing in f
are members of V. Let V {x x }. We say a formula f depends on variable xi if there
are values x), xO) x
) andx
’) in/C for which
f(x0,, X
O, X(n0,) # f(xl
O, xtO’1,Xt
1, xtO+’l X(nO’),
and both those values of f are not ERROR. We call such an input vector v (xl
) Xn ()) a
justifying assignment for xi (this is a slight modification of the definition in previous literature
to account for the ERROR possibility).
An assignment of values to some subset of a read-once formula’s variables defines a
projection, which is the formula obtained by hard-wiring those assigned variables to their
values in the formula and then rewriting the formula to eliminate constants from the leaves.
Let fl(x <---x()) denote the projection of f obtained by hard-wiring x to the value x (). For
a set of variables W _c V and an input setting v e K]n, let fl(W )) denote the projection
of f obtained by hard-wiring each x e W to its value in o.
If f depends on variable x, we say a valuex
) e/C U {oo} for x2 blocks x in f if the
projection fl(x2 <--x()) no longer depends on x.
A justifying assignment for a variable gives us values to which we can set the remain-
ing variables such that the induced projection depends on that single variable. We are also
interested in input settings that fix all but two or three variables so that the induced projec-
tion depends on those two or three variables. We call such settings two- and three-justifying
assignments, respectively.
For any pair of variables xi and xj that appear in a read-once formula, there is a unique
node farthest from the root that is an ancestor of both xi and xj, called their lowest common
ancestor, which we write as lca(xi, xj). We shall refer to the type of lca(xi, xj) as the basis
function computed at that gate. We say that a set W of variables has a common lca if there is
a single node that is the lca of every pair of variables in W.
We define the skeleton of a formula f as the tree obtained by deleting any unary gates in
f and removing the labels from any remaining internal nodes (i.e., the skeleton describes the
parenthesization of an expression, but not the actual operations or embedded constants).
2.1. Identification with queries. The learning criterion we consider is exact identifica-
tion. There is a formula f called the targetformula, which is a member of a class of formulas
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C defined over the variable set V. The goal of the learning algorithm is to halt and output a
formula h from C that is equivalent to f.
In a membership query, the learning algorithm supplies values (xl
) x)) for the vari-
ables in V as input to amembership oracle and receives in return the value of f(x
) x)).
Note that if f’ is a projection of f, it is possible to simulate a membership oracle for f’ using
a membership oracle for f.
In an equivalence query, the learning algorithm supplies a candidate read-once formula h
as input to an equivalence oracle, and the reply of the oracle is either "yes," signifying that h is
equivalent to f, or a counterexample, which is an input setting v (xl
) Xn )) such that
h(v) f(v). In the standard model the choice of the counterexample v is arbitrary. In this
paper we consider a slightly nonstandard model in which the counterexample v is arbitrary,
except that it will not have f (v) ERROR unless no other counterexamples are available.
A technical detail is how much time to charge for making a query. We follow Angluin,
Hellerstein, and Karpinski [2] and charge for both setting up the query and invoking the oracle.
In a membership query consisting of an assignment to n variables, we charge unit time for
specifying each of the n assignments. Therefore, the set-up cost of a membership query is is
typically O (n) (it can be lower if the query is formed by changing only a small number of
bits in the previous query, as is the case in several of our algorithms). The setup cost of an
equivalence query involving a read-once formula is also typically O(n) because we charge
according to the number ofnodes in the input formula. We charge unit time for invoking either
the membership oracle or the equivalence oracle once the query is set up.
2.2. Properties of unary functions. Here we list some basic properties of unary func-
tions fA. These show some of the advantages of the matrix notation. In all of the following
we assume
For the basis functions A is nonsingular. When we consider projections that assign values to
all but one variable in a read-once formula, the induced function can be constant or have a
degenerate form such as O/x. These correspond to functions fa for which det(A) 0.
Using basic linear algebra, we establish the following properties of our representation.
The proofs are technical, though straightforward, and we defer them to the appendix.
PROPERTY 2.1.
(1) Thefunction fa is a bijectionfrom 1C U {o} to 1C {oo} ifand only ifdet(A) 5/: O.
Otherwise, fa is either a constant valuefrom 1C U {o, ERROR} or else a constant valuefrom
1C o }, except on one input value on which it is ERROR.
(2) Thefunctions fa and f)A are equivalentfor any . O.
(3) Given any three distinct points Pl (x, y), P2 (x2, Y2), and P3 (x3, Y3),
(a) ifp, p2, P3 are on a line then there exists a uniquefunction fA with fa (x)
ax + b that satisfies fa (Xl) y fa (X2) Y2, and fa (X3) Y3;
(b) if p, P2, P3 are not on a line then there exists a unique function fA with
det(A) : 0 that satisfies fa (Xl) y, fa (X2) Y2, and fA (X3) Y3.
(4) Iffunctions fa and fn are equivalent and det (A), det (B) : 0, then there is a
constant )for which )A B.
(5) Thefunctions (fa o fn) and fAn are equivalent.
(6) /fdet(A) -
0, functionsf and fa-’ are equivalent.
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(7) fa(X) fa(Xo o)(X) and fa( + x)
f(x o)A (X) and ) / fa (x) f(o )A (X).
fa(’o ) (X)" ZfA (X)
2.3. Properties of read-once formulas. In this section we state some important prop-
erties of read-once formulas, which we shall frequently use in the subsequent sections. The
proofs are technical and we defer them to the appendix.
Property 2.2 shows that the definitions at the start of2 for evaluating an arithmetic read-
once formula indeed do the right thing. We show that the output of the formula is the same
as it would be if we first simplified the formula to the form p/q for two polynomials p and q
with gcd(p, q) 1, and then evaluated it.
First we give an inductive definition of what it means for an arithmetic read-once formula
to compute a rational formula (by the natural means of expanding and then simplifying the
formula). We say an arithmetic read-once formula f computes the rational function p/q
defined as follows: If f is a single leaf labeled with a variable x we say f computes x,
and if f is a constant a we say f computes a. If the root of f is a unary function fA
with A ( ), whose input is a subformula computing Pl/q, we say that f computes
(ap + bql)/(cpl + dql). If the root of f is a gate whose two inputs (w.l.o.g.) compute
p/q and P2/q2, we say that f computes (pp2)/(qq2). If the root of f is a + gate whose
two inputs (without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.)) compute p/ql and p2/q2, we say that f
computes (plq2 + P2ql)/(qlq2)o Furthermore, if f computes p/q and gcd(p, q) r, we
also say that f computes (p/r)/(q/r).
PROPERTY 2.2. Let f(x Xn) be an arithmetic read-onceformula that computes
p(xl Xn)/q(xl Xn),
where gcd(p, q) 1. Thenfor any v (x), X(n)),
(1) f (v) a ’
{oe, 0} ifand only ifp(v)/q(v) a;
(2) f (v) 0 ifand only ifp(v) 0 and q(v) 7 0;
(3) f(v) oe ifand only ifp(v) 7 0 and q(v) 0;
(4) f(v) ERROR ifand only ifp(v) q(v) O.
Note that this property is not true ofread-twice formulas (e.g., xIx, which by our definition
computes 1, fails condition (4)).
Property 2.3 implies that the type of the lca of two variables in an arithmetic read-once
formula is unique (i.e., there are no two equivalent read-once formulas in which the same pair
of variables have different lca types).
PROPERTY 2.3. There exist no nonsingular matrices A, B, C, D, E, and F such that
fA(fB(Xl) X fc(X2)) fD(fE(Xl) "Jr" fF(X2)).
Property 2.4 states that an arithmetic read-once formula with two inputs is a representation
that is unique except for fairly minor variations of the unary functions (e.g., corresponding to
whether a constant multiplicative factor is applied to the output of a gate or to its input(s)).
PROPERTY 2.4. For nonsingular matrices Ai, Bi, and Ci (i 1, 2) we have
(1) fcl(fa(Xl)X fB(X2))= fc(fa(Xl)X f/h(X2))ifandonlyif
fa (X) Otfa, (X), f, (X) fn, (X) and fc: (x) fc, (l/x)
or
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fA. (X) f. (X) fA,(X)’ f, (X)’
and fc2(x)=fc,(--)
for some constants or, , and y, where cq3, 1;
(2) fc, (fa, (Xl) + f, (x2)) fc2 (fa2 (Xl) + f2 (X2)) ifand only if
fa (X) +fa, (X), f2(x)=3+lf,(x), and fc2(x)=fc’(l(V+x))-rl
for some constants or, , and y, where ot + + ?, 0 and some nonzero constant
Property 2.5 addresses the question of when adjacent 4- or x gates in a formula may be
collapsed together to form a single gate (ofgreater fan-in). Because there may be an intervening
unary function, this is not always possible (unlike the situation for boolean formulas, where
after pushing negations to the leaves, adjacent AND or OR gates can be merged). It turns out
that such a collapse is possible only when there is either no intervening unary function, or else
the intervening function (f below) is of a fairly simple form (such as simply multiplying its
input by a constant).
PROPERTY 2.5. For nonsingular matrices Ai (i 1, 2, 3), B, and C,
(1) there exists matrices A and C such that
fc(fAa(X3) X fB(fA,(Xl) X fAz(X2)))= fc,(fA’3(X3) X fAI(Xl) X fA’2(X2)
ifand only if
o) 0 Ol2
or B oz 0
for some nonzero constants Ol and cz;
(2) there exists matrices A and C such that
fc(fA3(X3) 4- fB(fA,(Xl)4- fAz(X2)))-- fc’(fA(X3)4- fA’(Xl)4- fA2(X2))
ifand only if
B-- ( 0110 Ot 20t3 )
for some nonzero constants1 and: and a constant 3.
3. The core algorithm. Our results for learning arithmetic read-once formulas are all
based on the following general purpose core algorithm, which uses deterministic membership
queries and can be applied to learn read-once formulas over any field. The core algorithm takes
as input three-justifying assignments for each subset of three variables in a target arithmetic
read-once formula f, and returns an equivalent arithmetic read-once formula. In this section
we assume that the justifying assignments are already available. In subsequent sections, we
discuss different techniques for obtaining such justifying assignments, depending on the query
model and field in question.
In our discussion of the core algorithm, we assume the field over which the formula is
defined has at least three elements, since division is not an interesting operation in two element
fields (the division-free case for two element fields is covered in other papers [5], 11 ]).
The algorithm is based on the reduction of Lemma 3.2 presented in 3.1. The reduction
transforms our problem to the problem of finding polynomial time routines that (1) learn the
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skeleton of the target formula using membership queries and justifying assignments, and (2)
learn read-once formulas that contain at most one nonunary gate using membership queries
and justifying assignments.
In Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we reduce the problem of skeleton construction (problem (1)
above) to the two subtasks of (la) determining the type of the lca ( or /) of each pair of
variables and (lb) determining (in some cases) which two out of three variables have the
deeper lca when all the pairwise lca’s are of the same type.
These techniques are taken or generalized from previous work on boolean read-once
formulas. In 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we present the key new results for the arithmetic read-once
formula problem that solve problems (la), (lb), and (2), respectively.
The resulting algorithm allows us to prove the following result in a computational model
that allows unit time computation of field operations and square roots.
LEMMA 3.1. There is apolynomial time algorithm that uses membership queriesand three-
justifying assignments to exactly identify an arithmetic read-onceformula over an arbitrary
field. This algorithm requires O(n4) time, O(n3) membership queries, and n square root
computations.
3.1. General techniques for finding and using the skeleton.
LEMMA 3.2. Given the skeleton of an arithmetic formula f as well as two-justifying
assignmentsfor each pair ofvariables, the problem ofpolynomial time exact identification of
f with membership queries is polynomial time reducible to that of identifying aformula that
has a single nonunary gate with membership queries andjustifying assignments.
Proof. We find two variables xi and xj that are siblings in the skeleton. Using a two-
justifying assignment a (a an) for Xi and xj, we have
f(a ai-l,xi,ai+l aj_l,xj,aj+l an) fc(fA(xi) op fB(Xj)),
where op 6 {+, }. Given thatwe can identify this one-gate formula (i.e., find A, B, C, and op
within the factors allowed in Property 2.4), we now reduce the problem to exact identification
of an arithmetic read-once formula with n variables as follows: We will substitute
where
for op x and
y fA(Xi)op fB(Xj)= fDxiB(Xj)
Dx’ (
fA (xi 0)1
fA(Xi) ) Dxi 0
for op + (this is by Property 2.1 (7)).The new read-once formula f’ obtained from this
substitution is over the n variables (y, x xi-, Xi+l xj_, xj+ Xn). Now, to
simulate the membership query
o_) o+)
.(o) .(o) f,(y(O) xlO) x x "t’j-1 d6j+l
we ask the membership query
f (xl
O) x[O_) ai, x[O+),, xO)-l, fB-" D::’, (y(O,),. (O,.,tj+ Xn (0)).
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Let J be a set ofjustifying assignments for each set of two variables in f. Then it is easy
to see that
J! {(fDbiB(bj) b bi-l, bi+l bj-1, bj+ b,)l(b bn) J}
is a set of justifying assignments for each set of two variables in f’. We repeat this process
n times until we have identified f.
Define the metaskeleton of an arithmetic read-once formula f as the graph obtained from
the skeleton of f by merging together all adjacent nodes labeled with the same type of gate
( or +). The following lemma is proved by Angluin, Hellerstein, and Karpinski [2]. (Their
proof is for boolean formulas over {AND, OR}, but the same proof works for {/, x }.)
LEMMA 3.3 [2]. There is a polynomial time algorithmforfinding the metaskeleton off
given the type ofthe lca ofeach pair ofvariables.
Given the metaskeleton, the remaining problem for skeleton construction is to reconstruct
those portions where all the gates are of the same type (corresponding to the nodes of the
metaskeleton). To do this we shall perform a procedure (described in 3.3) in which we
examine sets of three variables and try to determine which two ofthem (if any) have the deeper
lca. We can make this determination in some but not all cases. However, our procedure does
satisfy the following two conditions: (1) every time we decide a particular pair has a deeper
lca we are correct, and (2) we always determine the deeper pair in the case where the deeper
lca is an immediate child of the shallower one. Lemma 3.4 shows that this gives us enough
information to build the skeleton.
LEMMA 3.4. Let S be a set containing elements of theform {xi, xk }, xj }o Suppose the
following two conditions are true of Sfor a read-onceformula f:
()
(2)
If {Xi, Xk }, Xj E S then lca(xi, Xk) is below lca(xi, xj),
lflca(xi, Xk is below lca(xi, xj and there are no intervening nonunary gates
then {xi, xk }, xj S.
Then there is a polynomial time algorithmfor reconstructing the skeleton off given S.
Proof. For an arbitrary pair of variables xi and xj, define the following two sets:
W {Xk {{Xi, Xk}, Xj} S},
U {Xl for some xk W, {{x/, xk}, xj S}.
We claim that the set {x U W I..J U consists of exactly those variables that appear in the same
subformula of the formula rooted at lca(xi, xj), as does xi (let us call this subformula f).
If xk 6 W then condition (1) implies^that xk appears in f. Then this implies that any
x that we add to U must also appear in f. Thus {xi U W t.) U is a subset of the variables
appearing in f.
LetG be the root node off (a child oflca(xi, xj) in f). Ifx, appears in fand lca(x/, x)
G then condition (2) implies that xk E W. If X appears in f and lca(xi, xt) G, then for an
xk with lca(xi, xg) G (and hence in W), condition (2) implies that {{xk, x}, xj} 6 S, and
hence that xt will be in U. Thus every variable appearing in f (besides xi) is in either U or
W. This proves the claim.
The lemma easily follows from the claim since, if the skeleton has more than one gate,
we can find an xi and xj such that W U U 13, and then we can partition the variables and
learn the two subskeletons recursively.
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3.2. Determining the type ofan lca with blocking values. In this section we show how
to determine the type of the lca for a pair of variables in the target formula. We consider only
lca(xl, x2) for notational convenience. We use the following criterion to determine the type
of the lca. (We already know that the type of lca(xi, xj) is unique by Property 2.3, although
the correctness of this lemma gives an alternate, more involved proof of that fact.)
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose f(x l, x2 Xn) is an arithmetic read-onceformula over a field,
and the projection f’(xl, X2) f (xl, X2,X0),..., Xn )) depends on x and X2. The type of
lca(x, x2) in f is ifand only ifx2 has exactly two blocking valuesfor Xl in f’. The type of
lca(x, x2) in f is + ifand only ifx2 has exactly one blocking valueforx in
Proof Suppose x), x
) /C are values such that f’(x,, x2) f (x,, x2, x
)
Xn )) depends on x and x2. Then it must be true that f’(x,x2) fc(fA(X) op fB(x2)),
where op 6 , +} is the operation computed at lca(x, x2). Furthermore, matrices A, B, and
C must be nonsingular.
Ifop , f’(x,x) depends onx if and only if fB(x2) 5 0 or cxz. Thus the distinct
values of x2 that blockx in f’ are f- (0) and f- (cx).
Ifop +, f’(x,x) depends onx ifand only iffn(x) 5 cxz. Thus the unique value
of X2 that blocksx in f’ is f-I (oct).
Thus, to determine the type oflca(xl, x2) for any pair of variables we need only determine
the number of blocking values in f’(xl, x2). We first look for two values of x2 that do not
block x. We do this by testing three arbitrary field elements. Either two of these values for
x2 block x (in which case we’ve found that there are two blocking values and are done) or
else two of them do not. In the latter case letx
) andx
2 be the two nonblocking values. For
l, 2 define bi fB(xi)). We know bl b2 (Property 2.1 (1)). Let us define matrices Hi
as follows (where op is the type of lca(xl, x2)):
fni (Xl) f’(Xl,Xi))
fc(fA (Xl) op fB(xi)))
fc(fA (Xl) op bi).
(i) By substituting three values forx into f’(Xl, X2 (Property 2.1 (3)), we can solve this to find
H and H2 (within a constant factor). Sincex is not blocked byx, we know that matrix H
is invertible (Property 2.1 (1)). We define D H-
H2.
LEMMA 3.6. Matrix D has two distinct eigenvalues if lca(x, x) is multiplication and
only one eigenvalue iflca(x, x2) is addition.
Proof. A value y 6/C L {cxz} forx blocks x2 in f’ if and only if
(3) f’(y,x)) f’(y, X2)).
Equation (3) is true if and only if ft4 (y) fH2 (Y) (by the definition of Hi), which is true if
and only if y fo(Y) (by Properties 2.1 (6) and 2.1 (5)).
For a value y 6/C, y fo(Y) if and only if D(y 1)r ,k(y 1)r for some 6/C or, in
other words, if and only if . is an eigenvalue of D and (y 1)r is a corresponding eigenvector
of D.
For y cxz, y fo(Y) if and only if D(1 0)r ,k(1 0) r for some ,k 6 /C or, in other
words, if and only if . is an eigenvalue of D and (1 0)r is an eigenvector of D.
For each eigenvalue of D there is exactly one eigenvector of the form (y 1)
(D cannot be a multiple of I since f/ and ft42 are not equivalent). The claim follows from
Lemma 3.5.
Thus, to determine the type oflca(x, x2) we need only compute the number ofeigenvalues
for matrix D. The eigenvalues are the roots of the quadratic equation det(D .I) 0. To
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determine whether the equation has one or two roots we need only check whether or not the
discriminant is 0 (true for any field/C).
Note that finding the eigenvalues requires solving a quadratic equation, and hence taking
square roots in the field. We shall later do this to compute one blocking value for each internal
node of the formula (in 3.4).
3.3. Building a skeleton when all lca’s are the same type. By Lemma 3.3 the previous
section allows us to reduce the skeleton construction problem to the case where all the nonunary
gates in the formula are the same type (+ or x ). To solve this problem we useLemma 3.4. This
requires building a set S, and in this section we present a technique to do this. Lemma 3.7 states
a criterion for determining whether to add {{x, x}, x3} to S (signifying proof that lca(x, xg.)
is below lca(x, x3)). The criterion is to add the element if and only if both conditions (4) and
(5) of the lemma fail. Applying this criterion to all three-tuples of variables gives us a set S
that satisfies the conditions we need to apply Lemma 3.4.
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose x(4),..., X(n) are the values of x4, Xn in a three-justifying
assignmentfor {Xl, x2, x3}. Let f’(xl, x2, x3) f (xl, x2, x3, x4), xn)) and define the
following two conditions:
(4)
(5)
Every value ofxl that blocks x2 in f’ also blocks x3 in f’o
Every value ofx2 that blocks x in f’ also blocks x3 in f’.
Then thefollowing two statements are true:
1. Ifvariablesx and x2 do not have the deepestpairwise lca of {xl x2, x3}, then either
condition (4) or condition (5) is true.
2. If lca(x, x2) is a child of lca(xl, x3) in the skeleton of f, expressed with as few
nonunary gates as possible, then both conditions (4) and (5) arefalse.
Proof First we show statement 1. Iflca(x, x2) is not the deepest lca, then either all three
variables have the same lca or else x3 has a deeper lca with one of Xl or x2 than with the other.
If they share the same lca, then any value ofx that blocks x2 must force an input to that gate
tox (or 0 if the gate computes ). Hence that value also blocks x3 (i.e., condition (4) is true).
If lca(x, x3) is below lca(xl, x2), then any value of x2 that blocks Xl must set an input to a
node of which x3 is a descendant to x (or 0 if the node computes ). Hence that value for
x2 also blocks x, and condition (5) is true. A symmetric argument applies when lca(x2, x3)
is below lca(x, X2).
Now we prove statement 2. In this case, f’(x, x2, x3) can be written as
fc(fA3 (X3) op fs(fa, (X) op fa2 (X2))).
Since lca(x, X2) is a child of lca(x, X3) in a read-once formula with as few nonunary gates as
possible, we may assume (by Property 2.5) that B is not of the form
(when op ) or of the form
(o, 0) (0 ’t 0 a2 or
c2 0
(when op +). If B is of one of those forms and lca(x, x2) is indeed a child of lca(x, x3),
then the formula can be rewritten so that x, x2, and x3 all share an lca.
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Suppose op . Since B is not of the proscribed forms, either ft (0)
cxz. This implies that one of the two values of xl that block x2 (and in the process force
lca(xl, x2)’s output to 0 or 0) does not block x3. Similarly, one of the two values of x2 that
block x does not block x3.
Suppose op +. Since B is not of the proscribed form, f8(0) # cxz. This implies that
the value of xl that blocks x2 (forcing their lca to 0) does not block x3. Similarly, the value
of x2 that blocks x does not block x3, [-]
Thus, to build the skeleton it suffices to decide the question of whether every value ofx
that blocks x2 in f’ will also block x3 in f’. To find which values ofx block x2 we can fix x3
to some nonblocking value and then, as shown in the proof of Lemma 3.6, map the blocking
values to the eigenvectors of a 2 2 matrix D. We proceed similarly to characterize which
value(s) ofx block x3. To decide if those sets of values are the same we need not calculate
the eigenvectors explicitly, since two 2 x 2 matrices have the same eigenvectors if and only
if they have the same determinant and the same trace (the sum of the two elements in the the
diagonal).
3.4. Identifying functions with a single nonunary gate. To complete the process of
constructing a read-once formula equivalent to f, we take the skeleton obtained from the
previous steps and identify the individual gates (along with unary functions on their inputs
and output). Applying Lemma 3.2, this problem reduces to identifying arithmetic read-once
formulas that have a single nonunary gate (this subroutine will be invoked once for each
nonunary gate in f). These formulas have the form
fc(fa, (Xl) op op fAn
where op 6 x, /}. Our skeleton from the previous sections has gates with unbounded
fan-in, but without loss of generality we can split the / and gates in the skeleton so
that each has fan-in two. Then our problem is to identify a two input read-once formula
f(xl, x2) fc(fa (Xl) op fB(x2)).
LEMMA 3.8. There is an 0(1) time algorithm that uses membership queries to identify
exactly an unknown arithmeticformula on two variables that depends on both its inputs, when
the (single) nonunary operation is known. A single square root computation is also required
ifthe nonunary operation is multiplication.
Proof As above, suppose f(x, x2) fc(fa (X) op f(x2)). We first examine the case
(2) for x2 that do not block X (we find these by where op . We select two valuesx
) and x2
trying at most four values for x2; if the field has only three elements the single gate problem
is easy since we can test all possibilities for A, B, and C). Then, using three values forx and
interpolating by Property 2.1 (3), we can find
fn, (x) f(x X (i)) 2
fc(fA (Xl) fB(xi)))
()
(Xl), (6) fc bi A
where bi fB(xi)) (see Property 2.1 (7)). This gives
Hi ---cic(b O1)A
for some constant ci (Property 2.1 (4)). Now we compute
(7, DI ,-I,2 A-I( OL2) A
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(8) D2-- H2H
-1 --C(
)1 0 )C_I 0 2
where Zl c2b2/cb and 2 c2/c. (Matrices H and H2 are invertible since xl is not
blocked.) We calculate the eigenvalues . and ,k2 of D1, which are also the eigenvalues of
D2. (Here is where the square root is computed.) Note that since bl -
b2 the eigenvalues are
distinct. Then, from equations (7) and (8) (by solving linear equations) we find A and C.
The A and C we find in this manner are not unique solutions to equations (7) and (8).
But it turns out that any such A and C will suffice in the sense that for the solutions A’ and C’
which we find, it will be true that for some B’,
fC(fA(X) f(X2))= fc’(fA’(X) f’(X2))o
Given this claim, we may easily find the B’ given A’ and C’.
To prove the claim we use Property 3.9 (1) and (2) below, which imply that we shall have
either fa’ Otfa or fa’ ot/fa (depending on which of the two eigenvalues we label X1).
Likewise we get fs, /3f8 (in the former case) or f, ,8/fn (in the latter). The claim
follows from Property 2.4 (1).
The proof for op + proceeds similarly to the previous case. Again, we select two
(2 that do not block x, and we interpolate to find valuesx and x2
(i) fHi (Xl) f(xl, x2
fcfax + fx))
(9) =fc( bi)
where bi fB(xi)) (see Property 2.1 (7)). This gives
Hi --ciC( bli)a
for some constant ci (Property 2.1 (4)). Now we compute
(10) Ot H(-’ H2 a -I (,k,
)2 ) Z 0 1
(11) D2 H2H1-1-- C ()1)2 )C-1 0 L1
where L c2/c and L2 c2(b2 bl)/Cl. (Matrices H1 and H2 are invertible since x
is not blocked.) We calculate the eigenvalue l of D, which is also the eigenvalue of D2.
(This does not require a square root computation, since the characteristic polynomial has a
zero discriminant.) Then from equations (10) and (11) (by solving linear equations) we find
an A and C.
The A and C we find in this manner are not unique solutions to equations (10) and (11).
But it turns out that any such A and C will suffice in the sense that for the solutions A’ and C’
which we find, it will be true that for some B’,
fC(fA(Xl) "-]- fB(X2)) fc’(fA’(Xl) "t" fB’(X2))o
Given this claim, we may easily find the B’ given A’ and C’.
To prove the claim we use Property 3.9 (3) and (4) below, which imply that we shall have
fa’ Cfa + . Likewise we get f, cfn + ,. The claim follows from Property 2.4
(3).
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We omit the straightforward proof of Property 3.9. Note that the first two subproperties
follow immediately from the fact that the columns of A-1 and X-1 are eigenvectors for the
two eigenvalues 31 and 32 of
A-l( 310 320)A=X-1( 310 320) X’
and the eigenvectors are unique up to nonzero scalar multiples (and the ordering of the eigen-
values).
PROPERTY 3.9.
(1) lf3 5 32, 3 5 O, and 325 O, then
A-l( 3’0 320)A=X-( 3’0 320)XifandnlyifX=( 0/10 0/20 ) A
for some constants 0/ and 0/2.
(2) lf3 32, 3 5 O, and 32 O, then
A-(310)A__X-(32 O)xifandonlyifX=(
0
0 32 0 31 0/2 0 A
for some constants 0/ and 0/2.
(3) If3, 32, 33 O, then
A-l( 310 3132 ) A X-I (
31
0 3133)XifandnlyifX--(
0/1
0 0/20/3) A
for some constants 0/, 0/2, and 0/3"
(4) lf3, 32 =
O, then
A-I( 31032)A=X-’( 313 032)XifandnlyifX=( 0 0/0/2) A
for some constants 0/I and 0/2.
4. Finding three-justifying assignments. In this section we address the problem ofhow
to obtain three-justifying assignments. Intuitively, the larger the field, the easier this problem
since an assignment must be justifying for any particular variable unless it sets some subtree
of the formula to 0 or cx. As the number of field elements increases, the proportion of
assignments that sets some subtree to 0 or cx declines.
4.1. Using randomized membership queries over large fields. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3
give randomized procedures for finding one- and three-justifying assignments, respectively.
Note that the procedures draw random elements from a set ofm distinct elements in/C, and
the probability that the procedures succeed in finding the desired justifying assignments is
dependent on m. To obtain a high probability of success we need m to be large, and hence we
need/C to contain a large number of distinct elements.
We make use of the following lemma adapted from a result of Schwartz 16].
LEMMA 4.1 [16]. Let A c__ 1C be a finite set offield elements. If p(xl Xn) is a
polynomial ofdegree d that is not identically equal to O, then the total number ofroots ofp in
An is at most
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LEMMA 4.2. Let f be a read-once formula such that f (x l, X2 Xn) depends on x l.
For a sequence of random assignments, xi), (i), t, chosen uniformlyfrom
a set A _
1 with Ial m, the projection f(x, xi),...,xn(i)) depends onx for some with
probability at least
Proof Since f(x Xn) depends on x and is an arithmetic read-once formula with
respect to x l, we have
f
pllxl +
P21Xl --
P22
where the Pij’S do not depend on x and
PllP22--P12P21--det( pllp21
P12 ) ’0"p22
Note that the projection f(xl,x
i) xi)) depends on xl if and only if
(Pll P22 PI2P21)(xi X(ni)) O.
Since deg(Pjk) < n, we have deg(p|ip22 p12p21) < 2n. Applying Lemma 4.1, the proba-
bility that for all we have (pp22 pl2p21)(xi),..., x(il) 0 is at most
LEMMA 4.3.
(1) Let f be a read-onceformula such that f(x X2 Xn) depends on x, X2, and X3.
For a sequence oft random assignments, x4
i) Xni), t, chosen uniformlyfrom
(i) Xni) depends on x, x2, x3 a set A c_ 1C with IAI m, the projection f(xl, x2, x3, x4
for some with probability at least
(2) Given x(4
) X(n, we can deterministically verify whether f(x x2 X3 X(4
O)
x) depends on x, x2, and x3 using 0(1) membership queries.
Proof We prove (1) for 1. The proof for any then follows from the independence
of the random assignments. Assume (w.l.o.g.) that all nonunary gates have fan-in 2 and that
lca(x2, x3) is below lca(x, x2). Consider the five formulas obtained by cutting f into pieces
by deleting the nodes lea(x l, x2) and lca(x2, x3). Each piece is a read-once formula that has
exactly one input from {xl, x2, x3} or from a node that was the lca of two (or more) of those
variables. When the inputs to a piece are fixed as in some random assignment to {x4 x, },
a unary function is induced on the piece’s one remaining input. To show that to {x4 x,
is a three-justifying assignment it is enough to show that for each of the five formulas the
induced unary function is some fA with A nonsingular. If n through n5 are the number of
inputs to each of these five pieces, then Lemma 4.2 implies that the probability is at least
2nl/m 2ns/m that each A is nonsingular. The lemma follows since the sum of
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the ni’s is at most n + 2 (each variable is an input to one piece and the two lca’s that were
deleted are also inputs).
Part 2 follows from the more general proof ofLemma 4.5 in the next section. [3
Note that when the number of the elements in the field is 2n + 5 and c(2n + 5),
Lemma 4.3 gives a technique that with probability at least e finds a three-justifying
assignment for any set ofthree variables on which the target formula depends. The randomized
algorithm in this case is a Las Vegas algorithm (ifwe already know the set of variables on which
the formula depends), since we can verify deterministically whether the projection depends
on the three variables. The expected number of queries made by this algorithm is O(n! k)
when the field has at least 2n + 4 + k elements.
The algorithm for finding the variables on which the target formula depends is Monte
Carlo, correctly identifying a nondependent variable with probability and correctly identi-
fying a dependent variable with probability at least (2n/m) t. These results together with
the results in the previous section give the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.4. There is a Las Vegas randomized polynomial time algorithm that uses
membership queries to identify exactly an arbitrary n variable arithmetic read-onceformula
over a field, provided thatfield has at least 2n + 5 elements and the variables on which the
formula depends are known. The variables on which the read-onceformula depends can be
found in Monte Carlo randomizedpolynomial time provided that thefield has at least 2n +
elements.
4.2. Deterministic membership query algorithms. In this section we argue (noncon-
structively) that for some fields there exist nonuniform deterministic membership query al-
gorithms. We show that there is an O (n5) time complexity nonuniform algorithm that leams
arithmetic read-once formulas over fields of characteristic 0. We also show that there exists
an O(n7 log n) time complexity nonuniform algorithm that learns division-free read-once for-
mulas over any field with at least 2n elements. Our algorithms are nonuniform in the usual
sense. That is, for every n we construct a table of size poly(n) and use the table to leam
formulas deterministically with at most n variables.
Let V be the set of n variables on which the target formula is defined. If v 6 n is an
input setting for f (and an assignment of values to V) and 6 {0, }, we denote by Vxi the
assignment that is equal to v in all entries except entry vi, which is set to o
Both algorithms rely on the existence of a testing set. This is a set of s vectors T
{13(1) 1)(s) Q /n having the property that for any arithmetic read-once formula f(x
Xn) overK and any subset of variables X c_ {x Xn}, there exists some l) (i) T for which
fl((V X) +- v (i)) depends on all the variables in X if and only if f depends on all the
variables in X. The following lemma shows how the existence of a small testing set implies
the existence of a deterministic polynomial time identification algorithm, and in the following
two subsections we show that testing sets indeed exist for the classes of formulas we consider.
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose T {v( v(s is a testing set for a set F of arithmetic
read-once formulas defined on n variables over the field 1. Then there is a deterministic
membership query algorithmfor identifying an unknownformula f F, whose running time
is polynomial in n and s.
Proof To find the set of variables on which f depends, we check each xi and v(j T to
(j) (j) see whether ftVxi,__o) ftvxi). If f depends on xi, then for some v (j) fl((V {x/}) +--
v (j)) depends on xi, and hence by Property 2.1 (1) these two values of f will differ (and not
be ERROR). Then, to apply our previous techniques (Lemma 3.1) we need only show how to
decide which v (j) T is a two- or three-justifying assignment for each subsetX oftwo or three
variables on which f depends. Letk IXl (_< 3), LetA C/beasetofm > 18 field elements
(if/ contains fewer elements we can check whether the assignment is justifying by trying all
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possible settings of the k variables in constant time). By Lemma 4.2, if fl((V X) +-- v)
depends on each xi X then it does not depend on xi for at most a fraction 2k/m of the
mk input vectors from Ak to which we might set the variables in X. There can be at most
3(2km-1) settings for X in which f fails to depend on any of the at most three variables in
X, and since m > 6k this quantity is less than m, implying that some input vector from A
will give a justifying assignment. Note that m is O (1). Thus finding justifying assignments
from the testing set requires O(sn3) time and membership queries.
Note that the previous section shows that once you fix a formula, the probability is very
high that a small set ofrandom assignments will have all the necessary justifying assignments.
If the number of possible formulas were small (or even exponential in n) we could then
show that the probability a random set of assignments fails to have the necessary justifying
assignments for any f less than 1, implying that a testing set exists. Unfortunately, the number
of formulas is very large (or infinite) depending on the field, so this simplistic argument will
not work. The following two sections more carefully demonstrate the existence of testing sets
using more elaborate probabilistic (and hence nonconstructive) methods,
4.2.1. A testing set for fields of characteristic 0. For fields of characteristic 0 our ex-
istence proof for a testing set is built upon the following lemma of Heintz and Schnorr.
LEMMA 4.6 13]. Let 1C be afield ofcharacteristic O. Let Pd,u be the set ofallpolynomials
over 1C on variables x Xn that have degree at most d and that can be computed with
a circuit using at most # nonscalar multiplications Then for u 2/z(d + 1) and
s 6(# + 1)(# + 2) there exist v (1) v (s) {1, 2 U} such thatfor any p Pd,u,
p(v() p(v (s)) 0 ifand only if p =_ O.
Based on the Heintz-Schnorr lemma we prove the following result.
LEMMA 4.7. Let 1C be a field of characteristic O. Let F be the set of all arithmetic
read-once formulas. There exist s 6(7n 7)(7n -6) vectors T {v(l vc) __.
{0, 2(7n 8)(4n2 5n + 1)} with thefollowing property: for every f F there is a
vector vi) T, wherefor each subformula g off that is the input to a + or gate,
g(v (i)) . {0, x, ERROR}.
Proof. Let f be any arithmetic read-once formula. The tree corresponding to f can be
regarded as a circuit C that computes f. We now show how to change this circuit to a new
circuit C’ satisfying the following condition: the output of C’ for some vector input v is 0 if
and only if g(v) {0, cxz, ERROR} for some subformula g of f. We construct C’ from C as
follows: First, each node c in C that computes a rational function f will map to two nodes
Otl and 02 in C’. The nodes Cl and O/2 will compute polynomials fat and f2, respectively,
where f f, IL.
(1) If node c in C is labeled with a unary function Iff,. )
and is the parent of a node
in C, then we define two nodes O/1 and or2 in C’ that compute
f,, af, q, + bf& and f, cf, + df.
(2) If node ot in C is labeled with multiplication x and is the parent of nodes/3 and ,,
then we define two nodesc and c2 in C’ that compute
f, f, f, and f2 f
(3) If node ot in C is labeled with addition + and is the parent of nodes/3 and ,, then we
define two nodes cl and or2 in C’ that compute
and f. f2f..
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It is easy to see that the root r in C corresponds to two nodes r and r2 in C’, where
f fr fr,
In f there are 2n 2 subformulas that are inputs to / or x gates. Each such g can have
g(v) {0, cxz, ERROR} only if one of the two corresponding nodes in C’ is 0. We add to the
root of C’ 4n 5 multiplication gates that multiply all these nodes, and it is now obvious that
the output of C’ is 0 for some vector input v if and only if some g(v) {0, cx, ERROR}. The
nonscalar multiplicative complexity of the circuit C’ is at most (4n 5) + 3(n 1) 7n 8,
and the degree of the polynomial that is computed in C’ is at most n (4n 5). Therefore, by
Lemma 4.6 there exists 6(7n-7)(7n-6) vectors T {v() v (s)} ___
{0, 2(7n-
8)(4n2 5n + 1)}n that satisfy the condition of the lemma.
From this we can prove our desired result.
THEOREM 4.8. There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that uses membership
queries to identify exactly an arbitrary n variable arithmetic read-onceformula over a field
ofcharacteristic O.
Proof. Lemma 4.7 states that there exists a testing set of size O(n2). The result follows
from Lemma 4.5.
4.2.2. A testing set for division-free formulas over large fields. In the division-free
case we may consider the basis functions to be , +, and (alb), where (alb)(x) ax + bo
We assume that the and / gates have fan-in two.
We define a tree F’(f) obtained from f by removing all nodes labeled with (alb) by
replacing each input xi by COi and changing the labels to + and the labels + to max. The
computation in the formula F(f) is defined by the following rules:
(1) The inputs (co con) must be positive integers.
(2) A node labeled with 4- computes the sum of the two results in its children.
(3) A node labeled with -a-s(x, y) computes the maximum of x and y if x :/: y and
gives the result ND (not defined) if x y.
(4) ND+x =ND and -h-g(ND, y) =ND for any x, y {ND, 1, 2 }.
The function computed by F(f) is denoted by ft. The connection between fr and f is
described in the following lemma, We omit the simple proof.
LEMMA 4.9. Let co Wn be positive integers. Iffr(w COn) -fiND then
deg f (x’’,..., x
)" fr (col con)-
We add ND to the computation of the tree because when we have subtraction of two
polynomials of the same degree, we cannot know the degree of the result. An immediate
consequence ofLemma 4.9 is the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.10. If fr(col co,) -fiND then f (x’ x") 7 O.
The following lemma shows that in fact most input settings (where the coi’s have values
between and a sufficiently large c) do not cause fr to output ND. From this we shall be able
to show that there is a polynomial size set of input settings such that no fr outputs ND on all
of them, and from that we shall be able to prove the existence of a testing set for division-free
read-once formulas (provided the field has sufficiently many elements).
LEMMA 4.11. Let f(x Xn) be any arithmetic read-onceformula not equivalent to
O. For random integers COi 1, 2 c} we have
2
Prob(fr (co COn) ND) <
C
Proof We shall prove the claim that for any integer k and any gate in fv, the probability
that the gate outputs k is at most n/c. If this is true it follows that the probability that two
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inputs to a max gate are equal is at most n/c, from which the lemma easily follows (since
there are at most n such gates).
We prove the claim by induction on the number of variables n appearing in ft. If n
then fr is just a single variable, and the result is trivial.
If the root of fr is + (i.e., fr g + g2), and if K is the (finite) possible set of integer
outputs forg when its variables are chosen from c}, then
Prob(fr(og) k) Prob(gl (o9) kl)Prob(gz(w) k kl)
kK
< Z Prob(g (o)) k
n
kK
C
n
C
(applying the inductive hypothesis on g, which contains fewer than n variables).
If fr --a-g(g, g2), andg and g2 containn andn2 variables, respectively, (n +n2 n)
then
Prob(-fi(g, g2) k) < Prob(gl k) + Prob(g2 k)
nl n2 <
k k
and the claim, and hence the lemma, follows. [3
The following upper bound for the number of read-once formulas over + and--
with
n variables follows from simple induction.
LEMMA 4.12. The number ofread-onceformulas over the operations + and--
is less
than nn.
Proof. We show that there are at most n! such formulas. This is true for n 2, where
the only possibilities are x + x2 and --(x, x2). For a formula over n / variables the
inductive hypothesis applies to the two subformulas of the root (over k and n k variables,
respectively). We bound the number of formulas over n + variables as follows (the 2 comes
from the choice of + or for the root, and the comes from the fact that each formula is
counted twice, since the left and right subformulas may be exchanged):
n-
2.g.Zk!(n-k)! < (n-1)n! _<(n+l)!o [3
k=l
Now we can prove the key result ofthis section that makes the transition from arandomized
to a deterministic algorithm.
LEMMA 4.13. There exists a set {w) wm)} _c {1, 2 n2+}’, where m ]
such thatfor any arithmetic read-once formula f not equivalent to O, one of fr(co1))
fr (com)) is not ND.
Proof. Choose col) wm) randomly. By Lemma 4.11 we have
2 n
Prob(fr (wi)) ND) _< n-.
C
Therefore
and by Lemma 4.12
Prob((i _< m)fi-,(o9(i)) ND) _< (n-) < n-n,
Prob((:lfr)(i _< m) fr(coi)) ND) < nnn
-n 1.
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Therefore, there exist CO(l) CO(in) such that for any fr, one of fr(co)) fF(CO(m)) is
not ND.
LEMMA 4.14. Let tc KZn3+l be any distinct elements in 1C. There exists
T "--{U (1) u(s)} g {KI, K’(2n3+
\i=1
where s < 3n4 log n, such thatfor any arithmetic read-onceformula f we have
f (v (l)) f(v (s)) 0 ifand only if f O.
Proof For co (co co,,) we will denote (x x" by x.
We define Let co) com) be the vectors in Lemma 4.13 with e
T {y
O)(i) li m and , tc, K2 K2n3+l }.
The entries of ,
and
12n2 {Ki (using 2n2 as an upper bound for n2+) are from wi= K’(2n3+l)
ITI m(2n + 1) < 3n4 logno
Now, iff 0then f(v)= 0forall v T. Iff 0 thenby Lemma4.13 there exist co{i)
such that fr(co{i)) -eND, which by Lemma 4.10 implies that f(x") O. Note that f(x")
is a polynomial over one variable with
deg f(xCi’) < coji) < n(2n2) 2n3.
j=l
Thus f (x") can have at most 2n roots, and hence for some Y0 {K’I K2n3+l we
must have f (yg(i)) O.
To prove the main theorem for this section we show that T will indeed be a testing set.
THEOREM 4.15. There is a nonuniform deterministic polynomial time algorithm that
uses membership queries to identify exactly an arbitrary n variable division-free arithmetic
read-onceformula over afield with at least 2n3 + elements.
Proof Using Lemma 4.5 we need to demonstrate the existence of a testing set. We claim
that the set T described by Lemma 4.14 is a testing set.
Let f be any division-free arithmetic read-once formula. Let a be any node in f, f be
the formula computed at node or, andX be the variables in f. We will say that fa is maximal
X-independent if the node ot is labeled with x,X f3 X 13, and if for the parent p(c) of
Xp( 0 X 0. It is obvious that for any two maximal X-independent formulas f and f,
X and X are either equal of disjoint. Let f f, be all the maximal X-independent
foulas in f. By the previous propeies we have that
h-- fl ...for
is a division-free arithmetic read-once formula. By Lemma 4.14, for some U (i) we have
h(vi)) O, which is equivalent to f (vi)) 0 for j t. Now it can be easily
shown that if f depends on all the variables ofX if and only if all the maximal X-independent
formulas are not zero for vi, fl((V X) +-- vi)) therefore depends on all the variables
of X. [3
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4.3. Using equivalence queries over arbitrary fields. An alternate technique for gen-
erating justifying assignments requires equivalence queries but works for small as well as
large fields. The basic approach is to use the core algorithm to learn a projection of the target
formula, where the variables for which we do not yet havejustifying assignments are fixed. We
then make an equivalence query, and the counterexample is used to findjustifying assignments
for a new variable.
THEOREM 4.16. There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that uses member-
ship and equivalence queries to identify exactly an arbitrary n variable arithmetic read-once
formula over afield, provided thatfield has at least 3 elements.
Proof. The algorithm starts with an equivalence query on some arbitrary constant hypoth-
esis. Assuming the answer is not "yes," the result is a counterexample a (al an) for
which f (a) :fi ERROR (if f is not constant it must take on at least two different non-ERROR
values). At this point we describe all variables as "static," meaning we have no justifying
assignment for any of them.
The algorithm works in phases. During a phase, each variable is categorized either
as "active" or "static." The algorithm has a justifying assignment for each active variable.
In addition, it has two- and three-justifying assignments for each pair and triple of active
variables. Furthermore, all these justifying assignments assign the same values to each static
variable.
At the start of a phase, the algorithm tries to increase the number of active variables
by repeating the following procedure for each currently active variable, which we call the
activation procedure. Assume w.l.o.g, that the static variables are Xm+l xn and that they
are assigned values am+ an. (For the initial case where no variables are active, the
activation procedure is simply to search for a justifying assignment for some variable xi by
setting ai to two different values and checking whether the value of f changes.)
1. Pick some currently active variable xj with justifying assignment a am,
am+l, an.
2. Check whether the projection
f(al aj-1, xj, aj+l ai-1, Xi, ai+l an)
depends on both its inputs X and xj.
3. If m > l, check whether for each other current active variable Xk, we can obtain a
two-justifying assignment for Xk and xi by taking the two-justifying assignment for xk and
xj, unsetting xi, and setting xj to some value that does not block xi (obtained by trying three
arbitrary values).
4. Ifm > 2, similarly check whether each three-justifying assignment for xj and a pair
of active variables can be converted to a three-justifying assignment for that pair of variables
and xi. If there are only two current active variables xj and x, then check whether taking
their two-justifying assignment and unsetting xi gives a three-justifying assignment for xi, xj,
and Xk.
5. If all the above conditions are true for xi, then make xi active. Save the two and
three-justifying discovered above. Find and save a justifying assignment for xi by taking one
of the two-justifying assignments for xi and some other active variable xj, and setting xj so it
doesn’t block xi (obtained by trying three arbitrary values).
When the activation procedure fails to find any more new active variables, the algorithm
learns the projection f (X Xm+l, am+l an), in which the static variables Xtn/l Xn
are fixed to the values a,n+ an. The algorithm learns this projection by executing our core
algorithm, using thejustifying assignments associated with the active variables (note that these
assignments are justifying both for f and for the projection). The algorithm then performs an
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equivalence query "h _= f?" using the learned projection as the hypothesis h. If the answer is
"yes," the algorithm is done (this happens precisely when all relevant variables of f are active,
because then and only then is the projection equal to f ). Otherwise, the algorithm receives
a counterexample v (b bn) for which h(v) :fi f(v) (recall that f(v) :fi ERROR if
possible, and we prove below that such a nonerror counterexample is always available). We
shall show how to use this counterexample to increase the number of active variables.
The algorithm then processes the counterexample as follows in order to find more new
active variables: It chooses an arbitrary static variable xi such that ai :/: bi (one must exist
since h is correct on the projection where Xm+ Xn are set to am+l an). It tests three
possible field values to a to assign for xi in search of one for which
f (Xl Xm, am+l an) =- f (xl Xm, am+l ai.-1, ai, ai+l an)
and
’bi+l, bn) f(b bm-, am+l ai-l, ai, ai+ an) # f(b bi-, a
and neither of the quantities in the second condition is ERROR To check the first condition it
would suffice to verify that none of the justifying assignments or membership queries made
while running the core algorithm to find h are affected by the change (though since the
projection has special properties, the condition can in fact be checked with one membership
query, as we describe below). The second condition is easily checked with a membership
query, as is the non-ERROR condition.
If such an a is found, the algorithm updates ai and bi to a. It also updates ai to a in the
justifying assignments associated with the active variables. We argue below that such an a
must exist (given that the activation procedure failed on the current set of active variables and
justifying assignments).
The algorithm then tries to use the activation procedure (with the new value a) to find a
new active variable. Ifthe procedure fails, the algorithm repeats the above process, making the
ai’s and bi’s agree on another variable and again attempting the activation procedure. Since
the changes still leave the modified v a counterexample to h f (by the second condition,
whose left-hand side is h(v) and whose right-hand side is f (v)), the algorithm must eventually
find some new active variable (given the claim that it can otherwise always find a suitable a).
Once it has found a new active variable it begins a new phase with the expanded set of active
variables.
Because the set of active variables grows at each phase, the algorithm eventually makes
all relevant variables active and learns f.
This completes the description of the algorithm. We now justify the claim that in the
processing of the counterexample, if the activation procedure failed with the current set of
active variables and justifying assignments, then a exists. Consider the processing of the
counterexample b. A static variable xi is chosen such that ai 5/= bi. The procedure for finding
a new active variable failed, so, in particular, it failed to make xi an active variable. We
consider the conditions that caused this to occur.
Let f be the maximal subformula of f that contains xi, but no active variables. Let
fa (xi) be the unary function induced on f when its remaining (static) inputs are set as in
am+l an. We shall show that because the activation procedure didn’t make xi active,
det (A) 0. Assume not. Then fA (xi) depends on xi. Let xj be the active variable with an
lca as deep as possible with xi (i.e., lca(xi,xj) is the gate in f for which f is an input). Let
xj’s justifying assignment be al an. The projection considered in step 2 of the activation
procedure is
f(al aj-l,xj,aj+l ai-l,xiai+l an) fc(fA(Xi) op fB(Xj)),
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where det(B), det(C) -
0 (since this projection depends on xj). The projection hence
depends on both xi and xj. Furthermore, any two- or three-justifying assignment for a set
of active variables that includes xj must induce a projection that depends on xi when that
variable is unassigned. Finally, if xj and some other x are the only active variables, then
the two-justifying assignment for xj,x sets the other variables precisely as in this projection
(because all other variables are static); thus, unsetting xi in the two-justifying assignment for
xj andx gives a three-justifying assignment for xi, xj, and x. It follows that the procedure
could have made xi active by the above choice of xj, which is a contradiction. Therefore,
det (A) 0.
It follows that setting a to any value (except possibly one which yields ERROR) leaves
fa, and hence f(x Xm, am+l an), unchanged. (Note that the algorithm can detect
the one bad value, since this forces the output ofthe projection off toERROR on any setting of
the active variables. Thus, testing the first condition fora in fact takes only one membership
query.) Furthermore, if the induced projection on f remains unchanged, all the justifying
assignments for the active variables remain justifying. Now consider the projection
fB(Xi) f(bl bi-l, xi, bi+l bn).
If det (B) 0, then changing Xi to any but at most one value does not change fB and hence
preserves f(v) h(v)and f(v) :fi ERROR. Ifdet (B) 0, then there can only be one "bad"
value of xi that sets fB(xi) h(v) because h(v) does not depend on xi (the algorithm can
detect this one bad value using a membership query). Moreover, there are no values of xi that
set fB (xi) to ERROR. Hence in either case, there is only one value for xi such that v does not
remain a non-ERROR counterexample to h f.
Thus, as claimed, out of three possible field elements to set ai and bi, at least one of these
is not "bad" and preserves the two conditions. We can easily check whether this is the case.
To conclude the proof, we observe that there will indeed always be a non-ERROR coun-
terexample available to return if h f (recall that we shall get such a counterexample
whenever possible). This follows from the fact that a justifying assignment exists for every
static variable xi appearing in the formula, which means that there exist inputs differing only
on xi’s value that induce all possible values on f’s output. The hypothesis h does not include
xi, so it cannot be correct on more than one of these inputs.
The above algorithm requires at most n equivalence queries, because each counterexample
is processed to produce at least one new active variable. The main time and membership query
requirements come from the (at most) n applications of the core algorithm and the fact that
from each counterexample there may be up to n attempts of the activation algorithm, each of
which requires O (n2) time and membership queries for every pair of a static xi and active xj.
5. Lower bounds.
5.1. Lowerbounds for small fields. In this section we show that the identification results
we achieve using (nonstandard) equivalence queries are not achievable (at least over small
fields) in the standard equivalence query model. Note that our results leave a gap of size
O(log n) between the size of the largest field that, provably, requires (modified) equivalence
queries and the size of the smallest field for which membership queries alone are shown to be
adequate.
THEOREM 5.1. There is nopolynomial time algorithm that uses only membership and stan-
dard equivalence queries to identify exactly arithmetic read-once formulas over n variables
on fields that havefewer than o(n/ log n) elements.
Proof We consider the case where the target formula f over the field/C is equivalent to a
formula of the following form, where the variables are V {x Xm, Yt Ym (n 2m)
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and ai, bi E ]:
(xl--al) x... x (X,n--am) X X... X
(Yl bl) (Ym bm)
Note that such a formula can be rewritten to contain one gate and n unary gates.
Consider an algorithm A that uses queries to identify f. If/C is finite and c I/CI is
sufficiently small, we shall show with an adversary argument that a polynomial number of
queries are not enough to identify f. This is true because there will not be enough information
to determine the ai’s and bi’s uniquely.
Consider a membership query of A that is answered with ERROR, or an equivalence
query on a rational function that is answered with "no" and a counterexample for which the
value of f is ERROR (note that the hypothesis ERROR is not allowed for an equivalence
query in this model).
Each such query (membership or equivalence) gives us one new example on which the
value of f is ERROR. Each such example eliminates from consideration only those target
functions f for which one of the following two conditions is true on the input:
(a) None of the (xi ai)’s are 0.
(b) None of the (yi bi)’s are 0.
Thus an ERROR example eliminates (c 1)m choices for the ai’s and (c 1)m choices
for the bi’s. Hence the number of possible target formulas eliminated is less than 2(c- 1)mcm
(it is actually that quantity minus (c 1)2m).
There are cn choices for f, no two of which are equivalent. Therefore, by repeatedly
giving answers of the type described before, the adversary can force the algorithm to make a
number of queries that exceeds
cn 1(
c )
’/2
2(c 1)n/2cn/2 2 c
If C is asymptotically less than any positive constant times n! log(n), this grows superpolyno-
mially in n. This means that if the size of the field is not within a log factor of the number of
variables, membership and standard equivalence queries do not suffice for polynomial time
identification.
5.2. A tight bound on the number of square root operations. In this section we show
that any algorithm that exactly identifies arithmetic read-once formulas on n variables over a
field/C can be modified to an algorithm that finds the square root ofn elements in the field
/C. This reduction shows that any algorithm for identifying read-once formulas should (in the
worst case) compute the square root ofn elements in the field. Since our algorithm in this
paper needs to compute only n square roots, this lower bound is tight.
THEOREM 5.2. Any algorithm that exactly identifies arithmetic read-onceformulas over
a field 1C must (in the worst case) compute the square root of exactly n elements of the
field
Proof Let/C be a field of characteristic other than 2. Consider the formula
)
When we identify the arithmetic read-once formula f(x, x), we find three matrices A’,
and C’, where
fc,(fA,(X1) X fB,(X2) f(i, -ib) (f(,, -t>)(XI) X f(,, .t>)(X2))
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By Property 2.4.1, we have either
A’ (all a12)_. (0/-o/b) A’ (al a12)__ (or
0/b ) a21 a22 fl fib
or
a21 a22 fl -fib
for some constants 0/and/3. In both cases alz/al and a22/a21 will be the roots of b2. This
gives a reduction from identifying a read-once formula with two variables to finding the square
root of one element in the field.
We now define the following read-once formula with n variables x Xn
f2(Xl,X2) b2t
XIX2 b
and
J+l (Xl Xi+l) b2i (Xi+l f/(xl xi))
j(Xl xi)xi+l b2i
We claim that an algorithm that identifies the formula fn (xl xn) finds the square root of
b, b22 bn 2. It can be easily shown that this formula is read-once and the unary operation
attached to each variable xi is
A’--(ali-(i)) ( ) (
"12 0/i --0/ibi At ali? al’2 0/i otibi
ai
(i) i ii bi
or
u22 a? a’ 2’ i -tibi
for some constants 0/i and flio Therefore, identifying the formula will also give the square
(i). (i) of the b/2’s (bi +a2/al ). This completes the proof for fields of characteristic other roots
than 2.
For fields of characteristic 2, we have instead
f (Xl, X2) b2(Xl + X2) (f( ) xx2 + b2 f( ) ) (xl) --
f(l )(x2)
When we identify this formula we get f(x, X2) fc’(fA’(Xl) "31- fB’(X2)), for which (by
Property 2.4.(2))
A’ all a12
a21 a22 0/3 o3b
for some constants 0/, O2, and 0/3. Then a22/a21 is the root of b2. As before we identify the
formula fn, where now
f2(Xl,X2) b(x + x2)
X X2 "3 t- b
and
J+l (Xl Xi+l) b2i (Xi+l + fi(Xl Xi))
f/(Xl Xi)Xi+l dr- b2i
to reveal the roots of b/2 for n 1.
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TABLE 5.
Summary of results.
Type of
result
Randomized/
deterministic
Upper
bound rand. > 2n + 5 O(n3)
Upper
bound
(division-
free)
Upper
bound
upper
bound
deter.
deter.
size memb. l, equiv.
> 2n3+
char. 0
any
O(n logn)
O(n5)
O(n6)
Complexity
time sq. roots
O(n4) n-
O(n logn)
O(n6)
O(n6)
n--I
n--I
Lower
bound
Lower
bound
either
either
finite
any
a total of
1/2,
I/Cl )n/2
n-I
6. Summary of results. Table 5.1 summarizes the results of this paper. For the lower
bound the equivalence queries are standard and for the upper bound they are in our modified
form. We have shown the equivalence query upper bound for fields of three or more elements,
but if we disallow division for two element fields it holds in that case as well 11 ], [5].
There is no consensus in the literature on how much time should be charged for the setup
of a membership query. If those costs are considered constant, we can save a factor of n from
the running time bound for the nonuniform deterministic algorithms.
7. Appendix. ProofofProperty 1. Note that
a bc-ad
-S "
c(cx+d) fa(X) ax+b
d
c0,
det(A) and if c 0 we have fa (X) (det(A)x + bd)/d2. If c 0 we have fa (X) -
c(cx+d)
From these it easily follows that if det(A) 0 then fa is a constant function, except possibly
on one input value where it is ERROR. And if det(A) :/: 0 then fa is a one to one mapping
(or bijection) from/C tO {oo} onto itself (if c 0 and det(A) :/= 0 then d -J: 0). This proves
Property 2.1 (1).
Property 2.1 (2) follows from the fact that
()a)x + (,kb) ax + b
fZA (X) fA (X).
(;kc)x + ()d) cx + d
Property 2.1. (3(a)) is obvious. To show Property 2.1 (3(b)) we prove that the equations
fA (Xl) Yl, fA (X2) Y2, fA (X3) Y3 have a unique solution. We have three simultaneous
equations
or
(12)
xla + b (ylXl)C "}- yd,
x2a q- b (y2x2)c -!- y2d,
x3a q- b (y3x3)c q- y3d,
xa yd + b (ylXl)C,
x2a y2d + b (y2x2)c,
x3a y3d + b (y3x3)c.
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Since pl, p2, and P3 are not on a line we know c 7 O. We also know that
(13)
XI y
x2 Y2
x3 Y3
Since c 7 0,
()x + (-) a’x + b’
fA(X) d d x + (7) x +
It suffices to show that a’, b’, and d’ are unique. Dividing (12) by c, we get
d’ b’ Xla Yl "+" ylxl,
X2ap yzd’ + b’ yzx2,
b x3a y3d’ + y3x3.
The fact that this has a unique solution (which we can find) follows from equation (13).
We now prove Property 2.1 (5). Let B (g fh)" First consider those x’s for which
gx + h 0 (i.e., fn(x) cx or ERROR). In this case we have
fAB(X) f[ae+bg af+bh’ (X)
ce+dg cf+dh]
f(ae af (X)
\ce cf)
If ex + f 0 then fAn(X) ERROR and fn(x) ERROR, implying (fA o fn)(x)
ERROR. If ex + f O, then it is easy to verify that both fAn and (fA o fn)(X) equal -
c-C0,
a 7-0, c =0,
ERROR a=c=0.
In the case where gx + h 7 0,
(ex+f
(fA 0 fB)(X) a’gx+h" nt- b
ex+f C(g-T + d
(ae -t- bg)x + (af + hb)
(ce + gd)x + (cf + hd)
f[ae+bg af+bh’ (X)
ce+dg cf+dh]
fAB(X).
From this we prove (Property 2.1 (6)) that fA-’ f by observing that
(fA 0 fA-I)(X) fAA-I(X) fl(X) X
(where I is the identity matrix).
To prove Property 2.1 (4) we show that fo(x) x implies that D ,kl. This suffices
because the equivalence of fa and fn means that fa-’ n (x) x (Property 2.1 (6)), and showing
D A-B kl implies that B )A as claimed. Suppose fo(x) x. If
dl d2) D d3 d4
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then
This implies that for all x,
dx +d2
d3x + d4
"-’x.
dx + d2 d3x2 + d4x.
This can only be true if d2 = d3 0 and dl d4. Therefore
D__td O) 0 d4 =dll.
Finally, we prove Property 2.1 (7) (using Property 2.1 (5)):
fA(1. "l-X)-" fA (f( :)(X))’- fA(; )(X),
1.fA (X) f( o) (fA (X)) f( )a (X),
1. n t- fA (X) f(o x) (fA (X)) f(t x)A (X).
ProofofProperty 2.2. We first show that when the formula f is expanded to form p/q, it
will be true that gcd(p, q) (i.e., no simplification by nonconstant factors is ever possible).
This is shown by induction on the number of nodes in f. If the gate at the root of f computes
a unary function f fa (g), where g Pl/q, then f (ap + bql)/(cpl + dq) (where
ad bc 76 0) and gcd(apl + bql, Cpl -t- dq) gcd(p, q), which is by the inductive
hypothesis. If the gate atthe root is + then f p/q + p2/q2 (plq2 + p2ql)/(qlq2). Let
1. gcd((pq2 + P2q), (qq2)). Then 1.lqq2 and 1.1Pq2 + P2q and, therefore,
1.]ql (Plq2 + P2ql) Pqq2 P2q21
and
1.]qZ(Pq2 + Pzql)- PZqlq2 pq22.
Since the variables inp andq are distinct from the variables in p2 and q2, we must have I.
1.11.2 where 1.1 ]P, 1. ]q2,1.2[p2, and 1.2[q2 2. Since, by the inductive hypothesis, gcd(pt, qt)
gcd(p2, q2) 1, we have 1.1 1.2 and 1. 1.
If the gate at the root is x then the result is obvious.
Parts (1)-(4) in this property can be proved by induction on the number of nodes in f.
These claims are easily seen to be true for a single node formula; let us suppose they are true
for all subformulas of f. We show only the proofofpart (4). The other parts follow in a similar
manner. If the gate at the root of f is a unary gate then f fa (g), where g p/q and
f (apl +bq)/(cp +dq). If f(v) ERROR then g(v) ERROR, and, bythe inductive
hypothesis, p (v) q(v) 0. Then p(v) q(v) 0. If, conversely, p(v) q(v) 0
then, since A is nonsingular,p (v) ql (v) 0. By the inductive hypothesis g(v) ERROR
and, therefore, f(v) fa(ERROR) ERROR.
If the gate at the root is + then f gl + g2 p/ql + Pz/q2 p/q, where p
Plq2 + PZql and q qq2. If f(v) ERROR then either g(v) ERROR, gz(V)
ERROR, or g(v) gz(v) cx. If gl(v) ERROR then by the inductive hypothesis
p (v) q (v) 0 and, therefore, p(v) q(v) 0. If gz(V) ERROR then in the same
manner we get p(v) q(v) O. If g(v) gz(v) O then qt(v) qz(v) 0 and
therefore p(v) q(v) O. On the other hand, if p(v) q(v) 0 then we have one of the
following cases:
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(1) q (v) q2(v) 0.
(2) q (v) p (v) 0 and q2(v) # 0.
(3) qz(v) pz(v) 0 and q (v) # 0.
This implies that either g (v) ERROR, gz(V) ERROR, or g (v) gz(v) x, and in
all cases f (v) ERROR.
The case where the gate of the root is is handled similarly. [3
ProofofProperty 2.3. We substitute x fs-, (Y) and x2 fc-, (yz) and get
fD-’A(YlY2) fes-"(Y) + fFC-’(Y2).
By substituting yl cx we get fo-, A (00) fEB-’ ((X)) "Jr- fFC-’ (Y2) (for Y2 0). Since the
formula on the left side is independent of Y2 it must be true that fe--, (cxz) ec (otherwise
the formula on the right side will depend on Y2). By substituting yt 0 we get fo-- a (0)
fe-’ (0) + fFC-’ (Y2) (for Y2 7 oz). Using the same arguments as before we get fe.-- (0)
cxz. Since fe-. (x) is bijective and fes- (cx) fEB--i (0) O, we have a contradiction. [3
Proof of Property 2.4. We first prove part (1). The "if" direction is easily verified by
substitution. To prove the "only if" direction, we substitute xt fa;’ (Y) and x2 fs?, (Y2)
and get
fc;’c, (yly2) fazA;’ (Yl)ft2n;" (Y2).
As in the proof of Property 2.3, by substitutingy 0 we get that either fc;’c, (0) fAzA-I (0)
0 or fc;tc, (0) fa2A-( (0) Cxz. By using the substitutions y2 0, y cx, and y2 o
we conclude that we either have
fc;’c, (0) fazai-, (0) fs.8/-, (0) 0 and
or
fCfIC, (0) fAzA-I (0) fB2B?’ (0) OQ and
-, (cxz) ft2?’ (z) O. fc;’c, (cx) fAzA,
+/- c,/thatfc;,c,(X) +/-x fa2 (x) =aX, In the first case we have for some constants , A-’
and fs2n;, (x) /3x, and in the second case we have fcc, (x) , faa-(’ (X) , and
ft?’ (x) . It immediately follows that a/37, 1, which gives us the the desired result.
The proof of part (2) is similar. [3
ProofofProperty 2.5. To prove part (1), we substitute x f(a’-- (0) and get
fc(fa3 (X3) fB(fa,(a;)-’ (0) fa2 (X2))) fc,(O).
Since the formula is independent of x2 and x3, fa,a’)-’ (0) 6 {0, Cxz} and either fn(0) or
fn (cx) is equal to 0 or cxz.
By substitutingx fa’,)-’ (Cxz) and using the fact that fn is bijective we conclude that
{ft(0), fo(cx)} {0, cxz}.
This implies that
The proof of the second part is similar.
0 or2 or B ct2 0
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